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The object of a debate going back onto centuries is the farms' development 
and the justification of his existence. Agricultural economists, economic 
specialists argue on their grounds. Their development divides the 
specialists' opinion. More literature claim it, there is need for them, than 
onto the Hungarian settlement network's dash of color. More experts claim 
it opposite them there is not need for them; it is not possible to insert their 
activity into the country's economic circulation. Question: to favor the 
farms' survival, than specific settlement and economic unit, leaving them to 
their fate in the twisting of the globalization processes is you? 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The existence of the plain boondocks the economy, all of them 

divide the specialists, all of them since centuries the geography in a science. 
Specialists dealing with agriculture argue about this question for a long time 
equally, just as well, than the geographers.  

The farms' grounds sensitive area all the economy, all for the science 
of the settlement geography equally. 

To top a heavy unambiguous answer is with this onto the question. 
The topic has human and economic factors, which do not facilitate the reply, 
equally. On all of them the specialists ask each other this question until 
quite a few decades yet certainly.  

                                                
* Nemeth Laszlo Gimnazium es Altalanos Iskola, Hodmezovasarhely, 
Hungary 
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LIFESTYLE OR COMPULSION? 
 
The contemporary agricultural schools doubted it in more in the 18th 

century already from among a founder's teachers the long-term existence of 
boondocks. He was the future of villages continuing modern, intensive 
farming on the plain barren according to them. Best-known from among 
them is an agrarian teacher and evangelic clergyman, Samuel Tessedik.  

Ferenc Pethe one of the biggest agrarian scientist in his paper gives 
several council to become the good farmer. He would like to get them to 
notice him: the 50 moons done correctly and sensibly make more profits, 
than the cultivated more hundred holds of fields. The farming with 
homestead often not economical, he said, since to an inner-city area 
residence 4 holds of garden yields more profit with a bigger work 
investment, than the 32 moons of a poor peasant at who a poor, little 
territory is, the land of which is trashy, the village, a city are distant his 
market.  

Opposite this, in 1819 Hodmezovasarhely scholarly town clerk 
Ferenc Nagy, approves it in his journal of rank, the scientific collections and 
the boondocks consider him expanding and farming continued outside good 
one.  

Imre Klauzal the scholarly economist advocating the modern 
farming took a stand against the farm settlement likewise. He suggests it in 
order for them to establish new villages on the outer area of the cities with a 
big border and villages. 

Daniel Berzsenyi, who is known for his poetry, farmed on his family 
possession though, and his literary activity promoted the introduction of 
economic reforms on his row. Does not think it is right, that his outer area is 
too big for a number city and a parish, since the sparseness of the 
possessions hinders the reasonable farming in the extensive border. 

The first era of the system of farms had been finished on the past 
century's middle. The boondocks new, I mean the outer area population 
grew significantly in his second era, and their social, social and cultural 
troubles were aggravated together with this. The specialists' debate flowed: 
how longer? (Hencz A. 1980) 
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THE APPEARANCE OF THE FARM'S CONCEPT IN THE 

PUBLIC CONSCIOUSNESS 
 
I argue with myself as well. This settlement resourceful one, you are 

already intervened the time? 
What do we know about the farm? Scattered one can be found on the 

city's outer area. One in one becoming extinct is a lifestyle. The national 
statistics prove this, which shows the establishment of the outer area 
population's number. (Chart no 1) 

 
 

Chart no 1 

The establishment of the outer area population's number 
      

Year outer area population period decrease 

  person rate (%)   person rate (%) 

1949 1 107 798 33,0%       

1960 771 222 21,5% 1949-1960 336 576 30,4% 

1970 572 387 16,3% 1960-1970 198 835 25,8% 

1980 325 208 8,6% 1970-1980 247 179 43,2% 

1990 206 888 6,4% 1980-1990 118 220 36,4% 

    together 1949-1990 900 810 81,3% 

      

Source: JATE Gazdasagi Foldrajzi Tanszek 1999  

 
In Hodmezovasarhely area but yet many farms can be found. Loses 

weight slowly they his number, for who the source of living is a workplace, 
a residence, the daily one. 

Feature the confinement, this become interwoven the discrimination, 
with the underdevelopment. This is a certain farm shopping which can be 
experienced among the ones with a right manner from the aim of weekend 
relaxation. Escape from the city, the concrete forest, it is used for recreation.  

For elder ones everything is the farm lifestyle, they cannot modify 
their conduct already. They got used to it, the extreme weather for the 
natural environment well; they are exposed to all of its manifestations. For 
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them, because of a dawn until a night the work is the determining one, 
together with the struggle.  

The poor people residence, their lives were doubtless although it was 
never possible to starve to death on the farm this, today warning their 
troubles together. 

In the same time it had advantages as well, the peasant transformed 
the farm into one of the nation's pantries with the watch of more centuries-
old nature, his economic experiences. Their produces are not replaceable 
today. Furthermore their considerable part preserved a specific peasant 
culture, which is their part, for our folk, national culture at that in the course 
of the country's heavy historical circumstances, changes of fortune. 
Themselves put it on to his work, you are alone repaired his tools. (Szenti, 
1981) 

With increasingly fewer human contacts, it seems that each other are 
known better after all the some km further that way inhabitant their 
neighbor, than in the 10 storey tenement houses inhabitants. Strong will-
power, narrower vocabulary and sincerity are the feature onto them.  

The researcher finds himself facing the farms dealing with 
ambivalent feelings: on the one hand it here living persons decennial, maybe 
his half century troubles, inherited with his poverty and a modern world's 
opportunities. (Horvath, 1985) On one of the sides can be found the sweep-
pole well, court WC, mud, darkness, filch it and take it easy. There are 
electricity, a TV, a radio in increasingly more farms meanwhile, etc. They 
may engage in the circulation of the civilization. The contradiction is 
growing in this manner. Finally after all this a specific, wonderful world, 
that protects because of the city's deleterious effect. From this already 
sensible, that his liquidation overnight cannot be solved. 

The rigid views were forced back in our days, right, that the illusions 
are in one being forced back. Was, when his fast liquidation planned, was, 
the when some our act, as if they would not be. It is necessary to count to 
good time with this settlement one today. Till then it is necessary to provide 
all that, which we may provide based on our economic and other conditions, 
for living persons there. (Gal, 2006) 

It is necessary to help those who want to find their way somewhere 
on the other hand – primarily the young persons living there – that let them 
be allowed to live between other circumstances. (Lazar, 1975)  
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The law of the gradual rise works. Right, that took decades while the 
second generation is hard work, a money saving, a trade acquisition, 
through education to the urban house and his children giving an education 
got. Tiered, more rise lasting long until decades forced the majority of the 
farm ones into the market towns' new quarters, like this our city.  

Other important is strength works. The convertible workforce, who 
may market his workforce in increasingly more sections, took shape. It may 
maneuver better continually even in the heavier moments of our days with 
this less between workplaces.  

Can be seen, how there will be certain districts, which waste away; 
you are with time they come to an end. Part of them today is disappearing in 
that manner that until longer time inhabited is left over. We meet near the 
city newly was being built, with comfortable farms. It is right, that 
increasingly less are built out of these in the latter years. The boondocks are 
not growing currently, exists longer only simply. There are few borders 
where the production with homestead would be sole this much on the plain. 
(Erdei, 1976) The former poor peasants and their children stayed until today 
on a farm exclusively and they work in the agriculture. From among these a 
part of theirs saves up for a urban flat.  

There are beneficial and underprivileged landscapes and settlements 
even inside Hodmezovasarhely city outer area. Himself the place that the 
man lives there, from where a train, a bus service carry it reports positional 
advantage in various directions daily, on asphalted road. More people are 
traveling on their own car. 

It the farm centers were selected for them for an intermediary state 
in the 50th in Batida, Kutvolgy, Erzsebet, Szikancs, Raros and Kopancs. The 
two latter ones were left the way. One single flat was not being built there. 
There is a life today on the rest of the place, but these did not sniff the 
surrounding farms totally, they remained beside them. Some new houses are 
being built in the farm centers today annually. The most populous farm 
centre primary school, an independent school orchestra were there at 
Szikancs, which is his city centre inner-city area, disposal with education 
with an academic specialization system with a urban level once. By today, 
after 55 years, the school became depopulated and came to an end. The 
remained a school bus organized students well the city transports it with a 
teacher accompaniment daily in his schools there- and back up. A 
kindergarten works only in the farm centre.  
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At Kutvolgy, Erzsebet, the construction of an inside road between 
Szikancs, Batida, a ring road serve the correction of the traffic conditions 
character his forming. These farm centers surround Hodmezovasarhely 
inner-city area as a ring in 8-10 km of distance, is resolved with this road, 
easier one's is divorcing each other's approach, and it makes living persons' 
life right there. 

The maintenance of the dirt roads is important. It is necessary to 
begin the repairing of the ground water draining ditches in the outer area 
farm centers, on the outer area settlements.  

Big task, which is made in the interest of the self-financed public 
utility building with the local government's support: to the continuation of 
farms' electrification, the existing network's renovation, supplying the 
centers with gas, etc. the helping of the acquisition of competition monies. 

The considerable public utility building of the outer areas started: On 
small sand water-, gas, a telephone, roads are being built. The economies 
there, which mean one of the sources of the living, define the development 
of the farm centers.  

The development unstoppable, the schools became depopulated on 
the outer area, they came to an end. The time tells the judgment though 
above the farms on the distant, bad place, no violence. One of the changes: 
the settlements got into a competition. Perspectives it determines with a 
kind of chance they enter that competition the most strongly today that 
economic organizations wishes to influence the change of settlement place: 
undertaking, it is necessary to take a workplace, a tax revenue, technical 
development with him onto the settlement. Oother important change, that 
the most important differences took shape because of the central 
redistribution earlier, today the basis of the unequal situation the regional 
position. The rise is very heavy with dynamic local politics in a region with 
an unfavorable situation. (Tanacs, 2000) 

The people shape the farm country in this manner then longer and 
the farm country the people.  

For me, I do not have a task with their future as I wished to make it 
feel, but their present. Essential, till when there will be farms yet, but much 
more essential, that they are yet, and there is a farm man. Instead of us 
burying it, more important that, we recognize it, and I measured it against 
our opportunities according to this let us ease our troubles, even if we know 
it well, that to equalize it absurdity. 
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Let us care about us, and let us argue about their additional fate then 
only! 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
To give a heavy unambiguous answer with the farms' future is 

difficult. Moving out wave can be observed continuously from the cities, 
primarily from the big cities onto the outer area. It newly farm customers' 
circle shows a diverse picture likewise. Aged and young people are equally, 
with tall and low educational level. A part of theirs select this lifestyle 
because of the impoverishment of the compulsion, the families, others 
believe it in that manner possibly the self-supporting production easier one's 
makes the living for them.  In more from the aim of weekend relaxation an 
outer area real estate is bought.  

Observable in the young graduate families' case, that the magic of 
the rural life, the nature nearly life, possibly eco-farms his formation may 
make this lifestyle attractive for them. The number of a population trend 
living on the farm despite all these decreases. 
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